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1850
1900

1850 to 1900 was known as the Victorian Era. 
Early 1850 bodices had a Basque opening over a che-
misette, the bodice continued to be very close fitting, the 
waist sharp and the shoulder less slanted, during the 
1850s to 1866.
During the 1850s the dresses were cut without a waist 
seam and during the 1860s the round waist was raised to 
some extent.
The decade of the 1870s is one of the most intricate era 
of women’s fashion. The style of the early 1870s relied on 
the renewal of the polonaise, strained on the back, gath-
ered and puffed up into an detailed arrangement at the 
rear, above a sustaining bustle, to somewhat broaden at 
the wrist. The underskirt, trimmed with pleated fragments, 
inserting ribbon bands. An abundance of puffs, borders, rib-
bons, drapes, and an outlandish mixture of fabric and colors 
besieged the past proposal for minimalism and looseness.



A typical Victorian Silhouette consisted of 
a two piece dress with bodice & skirt,
a high neckline, armholes cut under high 
arm, full sleeves, small waist (17 inch 
waist), full skirt with petticoats and 
crinoline, and a floor length skirt.

Victorian women received their first corset at the age of 3.

women’s daywear

1894/1896 Walking Suit
the essential “tailor suit” 
for the active and energetic 
Victorian woman, The jacket 
and bodice are one piece, 
but provide the look of two 
separate pieces. 

1859 zouave jacket

Zouave jacket is a collarless, waist length braid trimmed bolero style 
jacket with three quarter length sleeves. It is name after the zouaves, 
a regiment of French soldiers attached to the hussars, who in the 
1830s adopted an arab-style costume which incorporated such a 
jacket. Between the 1860s and the 1900s, women wore zouave style 
jackets for indoor and outdoor wear.



women’s daywear

During the 1860s, the Garibaldi blouse 
was short worn as outer wear and for 
day in place of a bodice, made of 
scarlet cashmere with military braiding 
and scarlet merino fitted with black plait; 
it full or plain sleeves and typically hang 
over the skirt, restrained by a belt. 

1861 Garibaldi Blouse
A Garibaldi sleeve of thin fabric was full 
and congregated into a posse at the 
wrist, worn for morning or afternoon 
occasions.

In the late 1850s the skirt altered form from a dome to a bell shape. 
The 1860s skirt was cut to flow and extend out at the back, the front 
hanging fairly straight over a crinoline frame adjusted to give this 
silhouette. Heavier fabrics were used in the 1860s and ornaments 
were restricted to the lower part of the skirt. Skirts were elongated, 
often straggling, and early on as 1857 they may behaggard up in em-
bellishes and lifted up for handiness when walking in the country or on 
the beach, and this led to an arrangement of cords and rings which 
enabled the skirt to be.

1880’s Polonaise
A Polonaise is a skirt that 
covers the petticoat, but 
is draped to show parts of 
the petticoat.



women’s evening-
wear

Makeup - Victorian women used magnesium talc (acid in powder 
form) for makeup. The paler a lady was, the better, because being 
dark skinned (tanned) meant that you spend too much time in the sun, 
doing peasant work.
Victorian women pinch their cheeks for blush and bite their lips 
repeatedly for color.

Decollete is a low neckline
bodice of a blouse or dress. 
The Victorian version was cut low 
on the shoulders. 
The décolleté neckline is a
 traditional component of evening 
dresses and ball gowns.
The shawl became a necessary 
attribute to evening dresses, due 
to the decollete style.

Decollete Style
This kind of disclosure was 
restricted to the middle and 
upper classes.

Leg of mutton sleeve is a sleeve 
that is tight fitting from wrist to 
elbow then balloons out from elbow 
to shoulder where it is pleated into 
the bodice of a dress or blouse.
A popular sleeve style in the late 
19th century.

Wide “leg ‘o mutton” sleeves 
{1890}



accessories 

1850’s FLOUNCED BONNET
A spacious bonnet, which is 
enclosed with strings of fabric.

A bonnet is a headgear with or without a front brim, which covered 
the top, sides and back of the head and tied under the chin: usually 
made of straw and trimmed with crepe, lace, satin, silk or velvet; ties 
usually ribbon were attached to the brim or sew to the insides of the 
bonnet.

VICTORIAN BUSTLE 
(1870-1890).

Bustle is a pad of cork, down or 
other type of stuffing worn under 
a skirt, which is attached to the 
back below waist to hold out 
skirts in back.

During the half century, 
bonnets and hats, apart were 
extravagantly trimmed, and 
hair was always ornamented 
with flowers, jewels or feath-
ers for evening. 
Throughout the 1850s bon-
nets became thinner and 
placed further back on the 
head, emergent in the early 
1860s into the spoon bon-
net, which had a slender 
brim, rising perpendicularly 
exceeding the forehead in a 
spoon-shaped curve and lean-
ing loosely behind to a small 
circlet.



accessories 
Women’s hair styles was likely to 
replicate the lines of their dresses. 
As skirts were drawn back in the 
mid to late 1860s, so the hair was 
also drawn up and back to reveal 
the ears, but remained flat on top, 
with curls or a small twist at the 
back of the head duplicating the 
back side of the dress.
Hair was usually kept after it had 
been cut and made into art. (floral 
arrangements, hair lockets, family 
trees).

VICTORIAN HAIRSTYLE

An assortment of women’s boots, 
shoes and slippers. (1882)
In the 1890’s, heels were astonishingly high, 
at times attaining more than six inches. 
However, by 1901, the heel diminished to a 
more sensible height less than three inches.

The Cuban heel was a 
working, upper class. 
Shirt, straight rather 
thick heel which sup-
ported feet well in stir-
rups; practical everyday 
shoe.

The Louis heel was 
first named in the reign 
of the French King 
Louis XIV; during th 
19th century the term 
referred to a thick, 
often curved heel which 
is tapered at the mid 
section before flaring 
outward.



accessories 
Gloves were quiet necessary for both men 
and women. In the 1890s, men’s gloves 
could be quite heavy for driving but were 
or else made from fine fabric in grey, 
brown or black, by natural chamois. White 
gloves with evening dress were compul-
sory for women. Women’s gloves were 
short, to the wrist or a little above, until 
the 1880s when long gloves to the elbow 
and beyond were worn for evening and 
three-quarter-length gloves for day, both 
comfortable fits. Light colors were cus-
tomary, but black grew to be quite stylish 
in the 1880s. VICTORIAN GLOVES

Parasols in the 1860s were 
small, about 12 inches 
across, trimmed with lace and 
fringe, regularly with a folding 
grip; they diverged in size be-
tween 1870 and the 1890s 
when they were big and long-
handled, light-coloured and 
disheveled, or more suave 
with black lace over bright 
pink silk, for example. Para-
sols of a variety of sizes and 
shapes, silk, netted or beaded, 
were conceded during the 
1850s-1860s and prolonged 
for evening and infrequently 
for day until the 1890s.

PARASOLS {1867 – 1898}



accessories 

BOWLER HAT WORN 
WITH MORNING COAT

Initially named the iron hat, the bowler 
was firm to protect the head of a 
horseback rider from tree branches.
The bowler hat acts as a transition 
between the upper-class top hat and 
the malleable hats worn by men of 
the lower middle class, the bowler hat 
acted as somewhat of a social leveler 
and gradually increased in popularity 
all the way through the 19th century.

WALKING STICK 
{1880S- 1890S}

Men’s walking sticks were light-
weight with silver handles, it was 
often regarded as pretentious 
for a young man to carry a cane. 
Men’s jewelry included scarf 
pins, gold cufflinks and heavy gold 
watch-chains worn across the 
front of the waistcoat between the 
pockets.



menswear
After 1860, the tail or dress coat cut away across the waist, in fine 
black material with silk or velvet collar, was only worn on formal eve-
ning occasions. The day coat of prior years was now demoted to the 
attire of indoor upper servants. By the late 1880s, a less formal eve-
ning coat was established, following the daytime style; called at first a 
dress lounge, then a dinner jacket which had a roll collar turning low 
to waist level and faced with silk or satin, and one or two buttons, typi-
cally left open; it was quite easy-fitting, the back cut whole, the sleeves 
often cuffed, with slit pockets on hips and left breast. It was worn at 
home or for dining out.  If ladies were not present, a smoking jacket, 
introduced in the 1850s, was often worn; single- or double-breasted, 
usually made of velvet and sometimes cashmere, and might be quilted 
for second layer to help keep warm.

DINNER JACKET
{1888}

DRESS COAT 
1850s



menswear

MORNING SUIT DOUBLE BREASTED 
FROCK COAT 
{1850-1915}

A frock coat is a double-breasted man’s coat portrayed by knee-length 
skirts all around the bottom. The frock coat is a long-sleeved coat with 
a centre opening at the back, and several features atypical in post-
Victorian dress such as the overturn neckline and lapels, where the 
external perimeter of the lapel is cut from a detached piece of cloth to 
the chief body, and also the coat’s diameter round the waist is much 
less than round the chest, causing a high amount of waist restraint. 

Morning dress is the proper morning dress coat, consisting mainly 
for men of a tailcoat, waistcoat, and striped trousers, and a proper 
dress for women. Men may also wear a morning suit, a fashionable 
alternative with all elements solid grey.



menswear

CHESTERFIELD 
OVERCOAT 

1880

The Chesterfield overcoat is a man’s 
wool overcoat with a fitted waist and 
velvet collar. Variations of the style 
were double breasted or/and had a 
fur collar.

CRAVAT
{LATE 1840S}

The Cravat is a men’s neck-
wear worn in a slipknot 
with long ends overlapping 
vertically in front.

1898  FORMAL WEAR for 
men during the Victorian 
Era included starched shirts 
with pin tucked bibs, white 
bow tie, black waistcoat, 
black cutaway coat with 
satin lapel and black trou-
sers – today this is called a 
tuxedo.



menswear

WAISTCOAT
{LATE 1840S}

The Waistcoat is a men’s waist length sleeveless garment worn un-
der a jacket and over a shirt. Often made from silk or heavily embroi-
dered fabrics, the waistcoat buttons at the front and usually has two 
small pockets.

GENTLEMEN’S PAJAMAS
1881

Nightshirts were a sleeping 
garment styled like a man’s 
shirt in small, knee or calf 
length with curved hem 
and a slash at the side 
seams. 



1901
1919

During the Edwardian Era, a fresh ornamental style 
was rising, Art Nouveau, with its elegant, crude, organic 
forms, which were mirrored in the lithe silhouette of the 
Edwardian lady. the graceful lines of Edwardian fashion 
were entrenched in the final years of the Victorian age. 
Though these eras are expediently classified as Victorian 
and Edwardian, stylistically, there is not much of a differ-
ence between both. The 1890s unite impeccably with the 
early 1900s in an age of lavishness and style, aptly called 
la Belle Epoque and lasting from approximately 1890 to 
1914. 



women’s daywear

edwardian 
trumpet skirt

The trumpet skirt was 
slim through waist and 
hips, widens to ankle.

edwardian 
tailored shirt waists

The shirtwaist is a blouse, the feminine 
version of a man’s shirt.

Gibson Girl figure

Finally have an American icon. She was very 
athletic, strong minded and we start to see a 
shift of the social attitudes of women. Often 
the Gibson girl was often seen as very sexy 
and more active (she was playing tennis, golf, 
& other sports).
The Gibson girl was very curved at the waist. 



women’s daywear

1901 wool gabardine 
with trumpet skirt

A Gabardine  is a built weave 
fabric with a fine diagonal rib 
effect in thread form, closely wo-
ven into fabric, then the women 
material was waterproofed 
again.

1900s Aesthetic Dress

The aesthetic dress for women 
consisted of medieval like rovers, 
loose, instructed and with little 
detail and few accessories or 
trimmings. The aim of the move-
ment was to encourage a more 
natural style than the tiny waists 
and full bosoms decreed by the 
fashions of the period.



women’s daywear

cycling dress 1884

After the Gibson girl was created, women started to go cycling and 
play tennis. Now the outfits were as followes:

women’s gymnasium 
suit

The Gibson Girl was tall, slim yet with sufficient bosom, hips and 
bottom in the S-curve upper body figure accomplished by wearing a 
corset. The descriptions of her characterization during the late 19th- 
and early 20th-century Western concern with statuesque, youthful 
features, and transient beauty. Her neck was thin and her hair piled 
high upon her head in the contemporary bouffant and chignon style.



women’s evening 
wear

chinchilla coat 1908

1900 teagown

The tea gown (1900), was
made out of natural muslin and 
dipped in tea to have a creamy 
color (first time one piece dress 
becomes popular).
Queen Alexandra made the tea 
gown (also known as the lingerie 
gown) a muslin dress, popular, 
which was the most important 
style of the Edwardian Era. It was 
soft and sexy creation of flimsy 
chiffon or silk, loose fitting.



menswear

drape suit 1900s

A Drape suit is also known as the 
sack suit, had a loose, comfortable 
jacket with no waistline, matching 
vest and straight-legged trousers.
Drape suits are a 1930’s British 
alternative of the lounge suit. 
The British drape was taken up by 
men around the world. The Ameri-
can Zoot suit was an ultimate edition 
of the drape in style in the 1940s.

Men’s riding attire 
1850s

The Men’s riding attire is 
considered of a dark gab-
ardine jacket similar to the 
drape suit jacket, jodhpurs 
– a pair of trousers fitted 
closely around the lower 
leg, a derby hat with a hard 
crown made of wool felt and 
high riding boots.



menswear

men’s bathing suits (1915-1930s}

Smoking jacket and Cap 1868
After dinner often men would retire to 
their smoking parlor where they would 
enjoy a brandy and cigar.

The Smoking Jacket was a 
man’s silk, velvet of brocade 
long sleeved short jacket, 
decorated with buttons, 
which was worn at home in 
the second half of the 19th 
century. In the 20th century 
it described ma man’s silk 
robe, similar to a dressing 
gown. During the 1920s it 
was also popular as women’s 
lounging attire. 



menswear

Knickerbockers 1923

Knickerbockers 
are loose, full 
breeches, which 
are gathered 
below the knee 
and fastened by a 
button or buckle.

1891 belted Norfolk 
Jacket

The Norfolk jacket was a hip 
length garment made of wool 
tweed, with large patch pock-
ets, box pleats front and back, 
and a self-fabric belt. Women 
adopted it in the 1890s for 
sporting activities worn with 
knickerbockers.

1891 Sailor Suit

The Sailor Suit, 
also called a 
“middy” worn 
by both young 
boys and girls 
during the 
Edwardian 
period. This 
style becomes 
popular for 
young women 
in the 1920s.
King Edward 
made the sailor 
suit popular.



accesories

Boater Hat {1880-1920}

The Boater was a circular 
straw hat with a flat top 
and straight brim. The 
crown is trimmed with a 
band or ribbon. Boaters are 
named because teamed 
with striped blazers and 
flannel trousers they made 
up the male uniform for the 
summer sport of boating 
from the late 19th century 
until the 1940s. They were 
popular with women during 
the 1920s.

Peter Pan collar 1960s

The Peter Pan collar is flat, round 
collar, named after Peter Pan, the 
boy hero of J. M, Barrie’s play of 
1904.
Girls button back dress has a sati-
ated skirt and puff sleeves and Peter 
Pan collar. The pinafore dress is a 
20th century sleeveless dress with 
a low square-cut or rounded neck, 
which is often worn over a blouse.



accesories
The S brand silhouette was achieved by wearing restrictive under-
wear, which produced a large, over hanging, heavily padded bust, and 
a small, flat waist. The curved S-Brand silhouette conquered fashion 
up until approximately 1908. The S-Brand corset was very firmly 
laced at the waist which strained the hips back and the loose mono 
bosom was pushed forward creating an S shape. for the end of the 
decade the trendy silhouette slowly became fairly more straight and 
slim owing to Paul Poiret’s high-waisted, shorter-skirted line of clothes.

the S-bend silhouette
{1890s & 1900s}



accesories

Ladies home journal 
1910

1910 was the era of the fresh 
printing and publishing. Hundreds 
of magazines wrapping a wide 
range of topics were being pro-
duced. Magazines were regard 
as enlightening influences and’ by 
means of the innovative infrastruc-
ture and transportation expertise, 
it was believed significant for 
people to gain knowledge of as 
much as they could in relation to it. 

The 1915 Beekeepers Hood is 
lightweight straw hat with wide 
shallow crown and wide down-
turned brim, often worn with a veil 
of sheer silk. 

Edwardian Hats 1902



accesories

toque

The Toque is rigid, tall crown 
hat, brim or brimless and 
beautifully draped, often 
decorated with feathers, 
stringed beads or veins.

Another trend Queen Alexandra 
made popular was her hairstyle. 
She popularized the ‘Alexandra 
curls’: tinged bangs of tight pin 
curls at the forehead as well 
as the Alexandra collar; also 
referred to as the dog collar, a 
choker of peals in combination 
with diamonds and other pre-
cious stones or a simple black 
velvet ribbon.

the gibson girl 
chignon hair-

style 1903

The Gibson 
girl has 
uniquely new 
hairstyle 
(Chignon – 
hair coiled 
into a loose 
bun pinned 
on top of the 
head or at 
the back of 
the neck). 

women’s bathing suits 
1900



accesories

19th Century Merry Widow Hat

The Merry Widow Hat was usually made of straw, with a shallow 
crown and wide brim; these hats average circumference was 36” and 
were often decorated with tulle, feathers, silk flowers and even stuffed 
birds, dead butterflies or dragon flies.

(It was called merry hat because the women who wore it first didn’t 
like her husband and he died so she was happy, merry,)

As time moves on hats become smaller as women’s waistline be-
comes more trim.



1920s
Socio economic adjustments that took place during the WW1 
became time-honored, and altered the responsibilities of women.
Flapper fashion represented modern style altogether. A Flapper is 
a young girl or woman who cut her hair short, wore cloche hats, 
short skirts, dropped waist dresses, stockings rolled at the knees 
and T-bar shoes. She was commonly thought of then as a rather 
dizzy young thing who spent her time dancing the Charleston.
The style of the 1920’s mirrored the Jazz Age perfectly. For 
the first time in western fashion, showing the knee was socially 
tolerable. Fashion was altered drastically in the early years of 
this century. The beginning for what became the Jazz Age was 
introduced before World War I in the work of Paul Poiret and the 
Wiener Werkstatte.
Women going out and drinking, flappers were more confident, 
they don’t need to shield their face while talking to men, they had 
no problem telling their feelings to men, flappers they have party 
life style, flappers wear very short dresses, hemline rise, from 
mid-caf to knee-length, from 1926 the hem line starts to come 
down again. The idea was supposed to look like a 15-year-old boy.



women’s daywear

1928 Day dress

A Flapper is a young girl or woman who cut 
her hair short, wore cloche hats, short skirts, 
dropped waist dresses, stockings rolled at the 
knees and T-bar shoes. She was commonly 
thought of then as a rather dizzy young thing 
that spent her time dancing the Charleston.

flappers wear very short dresses, hemline rise, 
from mid-caf to knee-length, from 1926 the 
hem line starts to come down again. The idea 
was supposed to look like a 15-year-old boy.

By 1930 the hemline was several inches below 
the knee.

1923-1924 hemline

In this 1920s image, the 
dress has godet inserts, a 
fashionable style addition 
of dresses of 1928.  A 
few were interleaved as 
handkerchief godets as 
the hemline wavered and 
was slowly diminishing in 
1929. 

1927 Flapper coat



women’s evening 
wear

1929 flapper evening dress

The image shows two flappers 
both dressed in their finest party-
ing flapper frocks.  The dresses 
are very stylish, more than just 
normal fashion wear. Implications 
that this is a flapper eveningwear 
consist of the softer waving hair 
of the late 1920s and the round 
necklines.  Prominently, the dress 
on the left shows evidence of a 
more normal ‘garconne’ waist 
which returned around 1929-
1930.
These women seem to have self-
confidence and self-possession 
that came to normal women as 
they became more liberated and 
obtainained an new elegance 
and classiness, with regards to 
fashion.  

1920s Hemline History

- From 1913 the hemline had started on to showing the ankle.

- Between 1916 and 1929 hemlines ascended gradually.

- In 1918 skirt lengths were just below calf length.



menswear

Julius Freund wearing three-
piece suit 1925

In menswear there were 
two divergent periods in the 
1920s. For formal events, 
men wore short suit jackets, 
old long jackets ontop of 
morning suits and tailcoats, 
worn for formal events. In 
the early twenties, very high 
waisted jackets, usually worn 
with belts, exemplified men’s 
fashion. Collar on suit jackets 
were not very ample as they 
have a tendency to be but-
toned up high. The uniforms 
worn by the military during 
WWI influenced this style of 
jacket. Trousers to be worn 
cuffed at the bottom and 
were moderately slender and 
straight and they were worn 
fairly short so that a man’s 
socks were regularly seen. 

Raccoon coat {1903-1991}

During the 1920s, at undeniable en-
ergetic instants in the style’s history, 

perceptive idealistic materialists have 
replaced the dependable for the stun-

ning, the severe for the flamboyant. 
Such as when adolescent men (espe-

cially) put away their tweedy raglans in 
support of a supplementary ostenta-

tious material, the raccoon fur.
, 



accesories

1920s mens ‘Dirty hat’

1920s Cloche Hat
A Cloche is tight fitting hat 
covering the head from the back 
of the neck and worn pulled down 
low over the forehead, either 
brimless or small brim.

Flappers were the complete
opposite of the innocent look of 
the Gibson Girl.
Flappers Makeup consisted of 
linning their eyes with heavy Kohl 
eyeliner and dark red lipstick 
often referred to as oxblood or 
bee stung lips. 

Class defined what type of hat 
a man should wear, with upper 
class society’ typically wear top 
hats or a homburg hat. Middle 
class men wore a fedora or a 
trilby hat, and working-class men 
wore an ordinary flat cap or no 
hat altogether.



accesories

1920s wavy bob hairstyle

1920s blunt poodle bob 
hairstyle

 The Flapper era began with the look called “le garcon” meaning “the 
boy” leveled and decreasing skirts and dresses, slim figures and cut-
ting the hair, looking like young boys. Good girls kept their hair long 
and lengthy. Cutting the hair short would identify a woman as no lon-
ger a virgin. Women also began to party and smoke in public, which 
was very “unlady-like”. They no longer wore the restraining girdles and 
corsets and held their breasts flat to attain an even more male look. 
However, flappers wore a lot of makeup, regardless. 

1920s shingle bob hairstyle



accesories

flapper girdle combination clasp-around

FLAPPER UNDEGARMENTS

Undergarments of flappers consisted of a brassiere, symington side 
lacer, knickers/tap pants, camisole, slip (full and half), combinations, 
teddy, garters, and a girdle.



accesories

1920s t-bar shoes

1920s mary jane shoes
Mary janes shoes were ankle strap, button shoes either flat or with a 
small heel, originally designed for children however during the 1920s 
they were also popular for women.

T-bar- woman’s heeled shoe with a t-shaped strap out.



1930s
The most important events that affect this era is the Great Depression 
and the Art Deco movement involving a mix of modern decorative art 
styles, largely of the 1920s and 1930s whose main characteristics were 
derived from various avant-garde paintin styles of the early 20th century. 
Art deco works exhibit aspects of Cubism, Russian Constructivism and 
Italian Futurism with abstraction, distortion and simplification, particularly 
geometric shapes and highly intense colors celebrating the rise of com-
merce, technology and speed.
During the Great Depression on the other hand, the stock market is 
largely based on the production of agricultural goods such as wheat. In 
1929 farmers could not produce crops due to extreme droughts. In ad-
dition to the drought, during the 1920s with the success of the industrial 
Revolution, factories produced more goods than they could sell leaving 
many companies with large inventories and no money to pay employees. 
On October 29,1929 the stock market crashed. People ran to the banks 
to withdraw their savings causing a slump in the international economic 
system.
Fascism and Socialism became popular since the Great Depression was 
seen as a failure of Capitalism, newly elected President Roosevelt created 
the New Deal to get the country back on it’s feet and promote Democracy. 
It helped to revive banks, get Rid of prohibition and help farmers.



women’s daywear

Palazzo Pants

Palazzo pants are women’s long wide 
culottes with a straight line. They have 
soft flared legs and are gathered at 
the waistband. These pants were 
popular as pajamas then beachwear 
during the 1930s.

bias-cut dress

Madame Madeleine Vionnet 
introduced the bias-cut dress 
which was the main influ-
ence on the silhouette of the 
1930s. Dress structure and 
fabric highlighted the female  
sleek form of the period. 



women’s evening 
wear

Marlene Dietrich {1901-
1992 }

she was the epitome of glamour and 
always seen as being very feminine. 
However, her clothing sometimes 
being very masculine.

long gown

Evening clothes became more divergent from day wear; long gowns 
for women were customary dress for night clubs. during World War 
II, the silhouette became more curvy with a intimately fitted bodice 
and waist.



menswear

1930s mens suit
English tailors that made men’s 
suits, such as Hartnell and Jaeger 
began making women’s suits called 
Stream Liners, which were women’s 
suits made out of men’s suit fabrics.

Movies and its actors also 
influenced menswear. “During 
the 1930s men also began to 
abandon their undershirts and 
began to wear warm shirts in 
big plaids. In the early 1930s 
the single-breasted jacket was 
popular in men’s fashion. Later 
in the decade, double-breasted 
jackets became fashionable 
once more.

pajamas and boxer 
shorts 1932

1932 sweaters



accesories

Salvatore Ferragamo 
{1891- 1960}

Salvatore Ferragamo 
was an Italian shoe 
maker and designer. 
He worked with numer-
ous Hollywood stars in 
the 1920s and 1930s, 
creating exclusive hand-
made footwear. His me-
thodical and ingenious 
method to shoes initi-
ated countless advance-
ments such as the 
wedge and cage heel. 

Ferragamo used  
materials such as 
leather, needlepoint, 
lace, hemp, cellophane, 
raffia, cork, and fish 
Skin to make shoes.
 

1930s oxford shoe

The oxford shoe was a low cut shoe laced 
over the instep (daytime show, very 
functional, work situations).
After world war II, many similar types of 
the shoe were made to wear in factories.



accesories

1930s fedora hat

The fedora was soft felt 
hat, which has tapered 
crown with a center 
crease, a pinched front 
and a snap-brim.

1930s women hats

The most popular women hats of this period was the snood hat (on 
the far right), (either crochet or knitted). And the straw hat.



accesories

1930s bed jacket

The Bed Jacket was worn in bed 
over a nightgown: usually made 
of lightweight synthetic fabrics, 
it can be of any length between 
bust and waist.

Jean Harlow
 {1911 - 1937}

platinum was the best hair color 
during the 1930s.  she was the 
number one sex appeal. She died 
of age 26. They called her the 
first Marilyn Monroe. 
She wore a lot of Halter-tops be-
cause she was a sex appeal.

Makeup of the 1930s consist-
ed of thin eyeliner, popular red 
lip (not necessarily dark red lip).
Makeup manufacturers with 
Elizabeth Arden was the first 
to create wrinkle creams. (they 
used Almond oil to make the 
cream because it was less 
expensive).
Celebrities began caring a lot of 
their eyebrows (arched eye-
brows).



1940s

1940s CURRENT EVENTS

1940 Nylon invented
1941 Pearl Harbor
1945 End of WWII
1946 Prosperity returns to U.S. following WWII (middle class has 
more disposable income)
1947 Acrylic invented
1946-1964 Baby Boom

During the 1940s, the Utility Scheme was invented: In 1942 a team 
of seven designers including Norman Hartnell and Edward  Molyneux 
cooperated with the Board of Trade to design Utility clothes made of 
a prescribed yardage of material and number and manner of trim-
mings, The designers produced coats, suits, dresses and overalls 
to Board of trade requirements. Rationing ceased after the ar but 
fabrics remained in shrt supply until the end of the 1940s. The United 
States followed a less strict version incorporating a coupon system 
used to buy clothing, food and other necessities during World War II.



women’s daywear

During the 1940s, 
many of the dresses 
were short sleeve to 
save coupons. Hair-
styles and makeup 
become the focal 
point in addition to 
hats. 

1940s peplum skirt

The Peplum was a 
flared skirt attached 
to jacket; pleated or 
gathered to the hem.

In 1941 each women receives 66 coupons. 
In 1945 they receive 16 coupons.

After the war it was hard for the United States to 
get nylon, silk, beading (pearls) from Asia.

LA became the center of casual wear.



women’s daywear

Lucille Ball – {1911-1989} 

Lucille Ball  made ma-
ternity clothes popular 
because she appeared 
on TV frequently.

Claire McCardell 
Monastic dress

Claire McCardell was a fashion designer 
born in Fredericksburg, Virginia. She will 
be remember for dirndl skirts, ballerina 
slippers, deep armholes, patch pockets, 
double stitching
wraparound dress (popover dress), dia-
per bathing suit, tube tops, raglan sleeve
easy fit shirt dress, and most importantly, 
her most famous design, the Monastic 
dress which is a flowing robe like tent de-
sign that was shaped to the wearer with 
a sash or a belt.



women’s evening- 
wear

1940s war bride

Often the war bride dress 
was pastel color (not 
white).  No extra embellish-
ments, shorter dresses 
for weddings.

Lilly Dache 

Lily Dache was a for-
eigner she emigrated 
to the united sates in 
1924 from france.
She was known for 
her outrageously flam-
boyant styles. Her line 
included draped tur-
ban, chooche, snoods, 
small caps.

1940s Midriff Bodice Night Gowns



menswear

double vested suit

The majority of men were all fighting in the war, there were restrictions 
on menswear, especially those fighting in the war were required to wear 
double vested suits. Otherwise suits became single breasted and every-
thing became a silmmer cut. (pants, jackets, etc..)
Men that were anti- war were wearing Zoot suits.
Due to demobilization, a man’s suit became suitable for any type of event.

Two things that became popular as 
result of the war were duffle bags and
Wife beaters, which sleeveless ribbed 
undershirt. After the war men were so 
used to wearing it, they would continue 
to wear it as undergarment.

1940s mens fashion



accesories

ankle socks

heavy knit stockings

bikini

Louis reared a French 
engineer who has been 
making basic swimming 
suits since 1945. Then 
he introduced a string 
bikini.



1950s
During the 1950s, there were 2 silhouettes that had very 
different meanings behind them, the fuller silhouette ;the 
stay-at-home-mother (Good wife, that looks pretty)
 and the slender silhouette.
This is also the era of the beatniks were young crowd, 
mostly students who made listening to jazz and poetry read-
ings cool. They wore dark clothes, mostly black, sometimes 
dyed hair black and wore sloppy Joe sweaters – baggy, hip 
length sweaters with round or v-neck, worn with tight pants 
or cigarette pants.
During 1950s women were still having bright red lipstick. 
Strong emphasis in eye lashes (false eyelashes) and empha-
sis on eyebrows. Close attention to nails (they were either 
bright red or French manicure).
By the 1950s five million families had TV sets, therefore 
fashion was influenced by movie stars and celebrities.
In 1953 Queen Elizabeth II was assent to the throne.



women’s daywear
The typical 1950s look of the hourglass figure is corporeal and 
also more accurate than later fashions that required women to be 
very skinny look chic. The 1950s fashion is a blend of the influences 
and inspiration of many styles. Despite the fact that the looks in the 
1940s seemed as prototype of the 1950s fashion craze, a lot of 
designers started contemporary styles and ideas that usually display 
womanliness and glamour.

Orlon sweater

1950s womenswear

Orlon was created during 
WWI, was introduced to 
the public in the 1950s; 
a regular component of 
knitwear and acts as a 
substitute for wool.
Orlon being used in swim-
wear was made out of silk 
and tafetta. Bikini become 
mainstream in 1850s.

College girls were still wearing peter pan col-
lars. A lot of girls wearing ample socks. Adult 
women wearing nylon and silk stockings.



women’s evening-
wear

1950s cocktail dress

The cocktail dress was popular because advertisers were 
trying to the cocktail dress was usually strapless.

Similar in length to a day dress.
Decorative fabrics such as taffeta or intricately pleated silk 

chiffons. Full or slender.
I was worn after 6pm (dinner time). The cocktail hour. 

The time of the day to serve drinks. This special dress style 
came into fashion after the war.



menswear

1950s casual wear

1950s cardigan 
sweater

Left - There was some elastic-
ity in casual wear. The shirts 
had a sentimental look to them. 
Pink also became a very popular 
color amongst menswear in the 
fifties. Men began wearing pink 
shirts and ties. 

Top-  ‘Good boy look’ good boys 
either wore a sports jacket or 
a lettermen jacket or lettermen 
sweater or sports coat with a 
button down shirt.

Men’s sportswear consisted 
of polo shirts, shorts, madras, 
sports jackets and buckskins.

In the1950s an alternative to the 
Tuxedo would be a white sports jacket 
(often with a shawl collar), a black or 
White cummerbund and bow tie, and 
a black tuxedo pants with Satin side 
stripe (resembling James Bond look).

1950s tuxedo



accessories 

1950s hats

1950s gloves
The two most important accessories during the 1950s are hats 
and gloves. Women would not be leaving the house without these 
accessories.

Beehive hairstyle

Beehive hair first appeared in the late 
1950s and prolonged to be popular 
during the 1960s. It was quite complex 
and required a great deal of hairspray.



accessories 

kitten heel

stilleto

The Stiletto is a high narrow 
nail like heel, which originated 
in Italy, made of nylon and plas-
tic covering a steel core.

Roger Vivier was the 
creator of the Kitten Heel 
1913- 1998. Kitten heels 
are low, curved heels 
on women shoes, first 
popularized by Audrey 
Hepburn in the1950s.

men’s fedora hat



1960s
The 1960s highlighted alot of various trends. Many fashion 
customs, reflected social engagements during this period. 
Mary Quant invented the mini-skirt, and the First LadyJack-
ie Kennedy fashioned the pill box hat, the French manicure 
with fake eyelashes. At the same time as concentration 
on colors and tones, accessories were not as important 
during the 1960s. People were wearing psychedelic prints, 
bright colours, and incompatible patterns. The hippie move-
ment late in the decade also exercised a strong inspiration 
on ladies fashion, jeans and tie-dye prints.



women’s daywear
Women in the early 1960s practically wore dresses at all times. 
They fell lower than the knee, and the skirts were swing, pleated or 
pencil. Trends included shirtwaist dresses; shift dresses, patterns 
with large flowers and dresses made with seersucker material.

1960s red velvet mini dress

1963 day dress

A bright color silk dress worn 
with a pillbox hat. This look great-
ly resembled the everyday look of 
the First lady - Jackie Kennedy.

The first half of the Sixties bears a resemblance to the Fifties in being 
moderate, ladylike, and appropriate in style. Longer skirts were worn, 
and gloves were worn regularly for evening and social occasions. 
Petticoats and girdles were also very popular during this time period.



women’s evening 
wear

As with daywear, formal wear was also very traditional. Dresses 
were very feminine. Ball gowns were typically full-skirted with a low 
neckline and tight waistline. Gloves were often worn with these 
formal dresses.
Women in the early 1960s only wore pants for sports or outdoor 
activities. Pant styles included caprice, madras shorts and culottes.

Gold floral brocade gown
The gold floral brocade gown is very representative of the 1960’s. 
The gown is sleeveless with a rounded neckline. It is fitted through 
the bodice with two small bows emphasizing the high waistline and 
the skirt fall in a munificent a-line. 



menswear
In comparison to the colorless suits worn by women, the suits worn 
by men were showy and ostentatious. They regularly integrated trou-
ser straps and collarless jackets. Ties were very thick and included 
extreme prints, stripes and designs. 

1960s mens tie and button 
down shirt 1960s casual wear

For casual wear, men 
wore button down shirts, 
often with a plaid pattern, 
paired with a comfortable 
pair of trousers.

1960s formal wear



accesories

1960s PILL BOX HAT

Jacqueline Kennedy, First 
Lady of the United States 
from 1961 to 1963, was 
well-known for her ‘signature 
pillbox hats’ in the 1960s. A 
pillbox hat is a small woman’s 
hat with a flat crown and 
straight, upright sides.

Men’s hair became longer and 
wider along with beards and 
moustaches.

Like the fifties, women still 
wore kitten heels as the 
favored choice of everyday 
footwear for women during 
the 1960s. Casual women’s 
footwear during this era 
consisted of sandals and flat 
boots. Boots were frequently 
worn with short dresses, 
and were eventually made to 
reach the knee.

1960s mens hair



1970s
1970s fashion, which began with a persistence of the mini 
skirts, bell-bottoms and the neuter hippie look from the late 
sixties, was soon harshly distinguished by some distinctive 
fashion trends that have left an ineffaceable representation 
of the decade honored in during the era. 
The 1970s was the end of stockings and prologue of panty-
hose. Pinafore dresses and knit fabrics.
 The revolutionary recognition of trousers for 1960s 
women.  Man made yarns and modern materials improve 
outline styles.
1970s fashion history of all sorts of skirt lengths from 
micro, mini to maxi. Lighter weight clothes. Cultural fashion 
and style trends as a result of broader travel encounters.



women’s daywear

1970s flared jeans

Wide-legged, flared jeans 
and trousers and jeans were 
another fashion foundation 
for both sexes all the way 
through most of the decade, 
and this style has been com-
memorated in the 1977 film 
Saturday Night Fever which 
starred John Travolta.

matte jersey dress

Rayon or jersey dresses for 
popular for women, which the film 
Saturday Night Fever also made 
famous, lasted until it was slowly 
but surely substituted by punk 
fashion and straight, cigarette-
legged jeans.
Skin-tight Spandex trousers, tube 
tops, and slit skirts were popular 
for a while at the very end of the 
decade. 



women’s evening 
wear

1970’s purple velvet evening gown

1970’s Black velvet jumpsuit

The zippered 
jumpsuit was 
fashionable 
with both men 
and women, 
and clothing 
motivated by 
contemporary 
dance such 
as the wrap-
around skirts 
and rayon or 
jersey dresses. 
Neck-scarves 
were also worn 
during this era. 



menswear
With the popularization of disco and the escalating accessibility and 
variety of man-made fabrics, a dire transformation took place in 
majority of the fashion in this time period. All styles of clothing were 
exaggerated by the disco style, particularly those of men. Men began 
to wear stylish three-piece suits obtainable in a perplexing variety of 
colors which were characterized by wide collars, wide legged or flared 
trousers, and high-rise waistcoats. Neckties became wider in size and 
shirt collars became lengthy and sharp in a style. The zippered jump-
suit was fashionable with both men and women, and outfits inspired 
by contemporary (at the time, disco) dance.

three- piece suit men’s flared trousers



accesories

women’s platform shoes

men’s platform shoes

Women’s shoes began to rever-
berate the 1940s, with high-
heeled lower-platform shoes 
such as the Candies that were 
made of patterned plastic with a 
separate leather strap over the 
ball of the foot. With the short de-
mur of disco late in 1979, these 
styles which were condemned as 
being very ostentatious, promptly 

1970s women’s hairstyles

Women in the Sixties had a natural look to their makeup 
and the Seventies era made exclusive the “Natural Look” 
to makeup and hait. Hair was worn long, smooth, often 
very straight, but preferably with a toss on the ends. 
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